EXPLORE YOUR SUSTAINABLE CAMPUS

The University of California’s “Policy on Sustainable Practices” provides a strong framework, leadership, and empowerment for the continued development of sustainable practices. The definition of sustainability is: “to meet the current population’s needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs,” Brundtland Commission (1987)

On this sheet, you’ll find a series of questions that can be answered by touring the campus or visiting sustainability.ucdavis.edu/map

Complete this self-paced scavenger hunt to earn 5 Spots and a participation point for your team in the Energy & Water Challenge! Turn in completed hunts to Dining Services, Segundo Services Center Rm 3100, by Friday, Mar 6 @ 5pm.

COMMUNITY
Name __________________ Email __________________
Resident Hall ______________

HEALTH & WELLNESS
Name a meal or snack that is labeled with a healthy, happy apple in the Simply-to-Go entrées, vending machines, or dining commons. __________________

BUILDINGS
Name a building on campus that is LEED certified. __________________

ENERGY
Where on campus can you find a solar panel?

AGRICULTURE
Find a place on campus where you can grow food.

TRANSPORTATION
Where on campus can you find a ZipCar?

WASTE
Where on campus besides the resident halls can you donate clothing, accessories, books, magazines, small electronics, school or office supplies, or CDs/DVDs?

WATER
Where on campus can you find a bottle refill station other than in the resident halls? __________________